Report from Penelope Duncan ref Galley Liaison Meeting
I met with Teresa re franchise issues on 10th April
The glass top on one of the tables is broken and Teresa will contact Seaford Glass to come
and measure up for replacement.
The large sign for the Galley near the race box had become tatty and Teresa has taken it
down. She will replace it but may wait for Ian to return next month and make one.
Teresa has found a suitable shed for serving drinks from outside the Galley. She has been
liaising with Nick, Bill and Ian and is happy with progress.
Following the clearing of pumping stations recently the importance of keeping the fat trap
clean had been stressed. Teresa had spoken to various people who said cleaning it every 3
months should be adequate and that is what she is doing.
The contract for the new system of recycling has now been signed and Teresa will monitor
whether it is suitable.
Teresa will open the bar every evening during Sailing Week and will talk to Noel about what
is required in the way of catering. Adele has already met with Noel re Sailing Week plans.
For simplicity we have discussed the following options for menus for events. We choose
one of the following and the prices will apply for the coming year unless prices change
greatly
1 Finger buffet £7
2 Buffet £10
3 2 course carvery style buffet (staff dish up the meat, fish or veggie option then members
help themselves to vegetables). This can be done with formal or random seating £12
4 2 course sit down meal £14
5 3 course sit down meal £16.50
6 Tapas. Individual dishes at £2.50 and £3.50. Order as many as you like.
Reductions for children
Buffet style meals £2 reduction for under 10s
Sit down meals £3 reduction for under 12s
Tapas no reduction
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